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Captain Eric May – work in progress ...
From: Captain May captainmay@prodigy.net
Sent: Wednesday, 20 April 2011 12:40 PM
To: Major William B. Fox
Subject: False Flag Passover Peril, April 19 – 22

False Flag Passover Peril, April 19 – 22,, 2011
By Captain Eric H. May, GT CO
HOUSTON, 4/19/11 — A cascade of indicators argue that a false flag terror attack, probably nuclear, is
impending, perhaps imminent, during the Jewish Passover, which begins today:
1.

Two

weeks

ago,

New

York

City

conducted

a

huge

dirty

bomb

drill

–

http://www.veteranstoday.com/2011/04/06/nyc
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2011/04/06/nyc-dirty-bomb-drill-largest-in-national
national-history-is-it-a-drill/

2. On Saturday, two Virginia nuclear reactors went off-line
off line during a freak tornado storm, in an eerie echo of
Fukushima http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2011/apr/18/us-tornadoes-shutdown
http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2011/apr/18/us
shutdown-nuclear-reactors .
3. U.S. top law enforcement just returned from a week-long
week long homeland security trip to Israel, and The Chicago
Tribune,, which reported it, has sabotaged the story link http://www.examiner.com/airlines
http://www.examiner.com/airlines-airport-inmilwaukee/milw-co-sheriff-goes-to-israel
israel-to-study-homeland-security

.

4. The U.S. credit rating was put in jeopardy yesterday, in what may be a globalist move to force a false flag
http://www.indiainfoline.com/Markets/News/US
http://www.indiainfoline.com/Markets/News/US-stocks-plunge-as-US-debt-rating-gets-cut/3651659242

5. The European Parliament is demanding answers about reports that the U.S. is using its ultra
ultra-secret HAARP
weather
weapon
to
affect
global
climate,
climate,
and
perhaps
induce
earthquakes
http://letsrollforums.com/europeanparliamentissueswarningst24872.html?s=67c164314e934a0be4b583c7e7
4ef1ee&amp

.

6. Barack Obama’s approval rating is down to 41%, and his U.S. citizenship is being called into question
http://www.veteranstoday.com/wp--admin/post-new.php?post_type=post

.

If the country makes it to Easter, I’ll write about the cryptanalysis that has led me to publish such a dire
warning. For the present I re-issue
issue my
m much-discussed
discussed 2009 letter to my curious Ambassador Chase
Untermeyer, in which I introduced the elements of Ghost Troop’s false flag cryptanalysis and prediction.
Two weeks after it’s publication, it’s fears were very nearly actualized in the Houston a
area, when 70, 000
people were evacuated from the Bush stronghold of Bryan, Texas
http://www.aljazeerah.info/Opinion%20Editorials/2010/July/20%20o/Texas%20City%20Exposes%20B20E
Opinion%20Editorials/2010/July/20%20o/Texas%20City%20Exposes%20B20E
xplosions%20By%20Captain%20Eric%20H.htm

.

The three top targets I identified then seem equally valid now, so I’ll play the same cards, hoping that
they will again amount to a winning hand.
CHICAGO, NEW YORK, HOUSTON
2009 Top 9/11-2B Targets
By Captain Eric H. May
Intelligence Editor
The Lone Star Iconoclast
July 17, 2009
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Publisher’s Prologue
Ambassador Chase Untermeyer, the former chaplain of
Ghost Troop, receives a long awaited reply from the
cyber-intelligence unit’s commander, former Army
officer Captain Eric H. May. It is full of the geostrategic
insight and political unorthodoxy that the two friends,
from opposite ends of the political spectrum, have
exchanged since the beginning of the Iraq War. Their
correspondence is an underground classic, a frank and
sometimes fierce history of the new millennium.
Chaplain Chase
Dear Chase: I’m always heartened by your e-mail and
letters. Please indulge me as I mix the pleasure of
responding to you with the duty of updating CNN and
the FBI on Ghost Troop’s latest 9/11-2B research,
which confirms Chicago, New York City and Houston as
the top three U.S. terror targets for the remainder of
2009:
On Tue, 4/14/09, Chase Untermeyer wrote:
Dear Eric:
I think about you and wonder how you are doing. I’m
sorry I haven’t been in touch more frequently. Please
let me know when might be a good time to speak on
the phone or come see you.
Diana and I will return to Qatar next week for the
wedding of a young sheik friend of ours. Then in early
May I’ll make a trip to Israel with some retired general
officers. (They’re letting ex-Lt Untermeyer tag along.)
We ought to see the top political and military leaders.
The only problem is there’s a fellow from Rome who’ll
be visiting at the same time, name of Benedict. My
military education this spring will be completed by a
week-long national security seminar at the Army War
College in Carlisle Barracks, Pa. I’ll give you a complete
report on all the above.
All the best to the lovely Gretchen and of course to you
from Diana, Elly, and CHASE.
There, now that you have introduced yourself as my
friend, I will introduce you further with some highlights
from your curious cursus vitae:
 You were Ronald Reagan’s Assistant Secretary
of the Navy.
 You were GHWB’s transition team leader when
he replaced Reagan.
 You were GWB’s Texas Board of Education
Chairman
 You were my intro to NBC (which hired me) and
Team Bush (which didn’t).
 You were the best man at my wedding in 2002.
 You were a volunteer Ghost Troop officer from
2003 to 2006.
 You were US Ambassador to Qatar from 2004
to 2007
Censored CNN
This is redundant to you and me. To the CNN/FBI
crowd, though, it should all be highly interesting. CNN
ran a story by Mike Ahlers on Ghost Troop last month,
due to my familiarity with James von Brunn, now
notorious as the alleged shooter in the Washington,
D.C. Holocaust Museum case. During our interview,
Ahlers asked whether I would be willing to answer FBI
questions about JvB. I told him I would happily
cooperate with the FBI, and noted that I’ve
corresponded with Mr. von Brunn nearly as much as
I’ve corresponded with you! Candidly, I think Ahlers
was surprised that the FBI hadn’t yet contacted me.

They still haven’t, for that matter, although I’m hoping
that this e-mail to you will change that.
The story Ahlers wrote, alas, showed the low state of
mainstream media “journalism,” in which the “reporter”
is nothing more or less than a half-deaf stenographer.
He dutifully hears, then dully writes, establishment
drivel, while “misunderstanding” anyone saying
anything that contradicts the establishment line. The
awful Ahlers dissed my executive officer, Major William
Fox, by failing to identify him as a former Marine Corps
officer and, like you, a Harvard Business School
graduate. He presented me as a mere conspiracy
theorist, neatly forgetting my background in military
intelligence, and my publications everywhere from
Military Intelligence Magazine to The Wall Street
Journal. He even omitted the fact that you were one of
my Ghost Troop officers for three years — the last two
of them while concurrently serving as the U.S.
Ambassador to Qatar!
In short, he failed to write anything that was positive,
and little that was accurate, about Ghost Troop. He
contented himself with innuendo against Major Fox and
me, and fawned over the FBI mouthpiece and the
Israeli ambassador. He regurgitated the rancid official
story about how the 88-year-old von Brunn morphed
into an agile Terminator at the Holocaust Museum in
Washington, D.C. I leave it to you to read his hit piece
against Ghost Troop: Some suspect conspiracy in
Holocaust Museum case.
Holocaust Chutzpah
Speaking of the Holocaust, Ghost Troop has detected
an indicator that affirms our suspicions in our five-yearold 9/11-2B mission to detect and expose false flag
attack attempts. “9/11-2B,” you will recall, designates
“the next 9/11″ or “the 9/11 to be” that our alphabet
soup of establishment entities assures us is not a
matter of IF but WHEN. CNN and the CIA, NBC and the
NSA, FOX and the FBI…, all of them are variations on a
single theme: “Be terrified of terrorists, and give us
power to protect you!”
The indicator is something that I discovered as a result
of my Holocaust Museum research: The dates on which
several of the museums were dedicated where
advanced notice of so-called “terror” attacks. The most
conspicuous example was New York City’s Museum of
Jewish Heritage. If you look at virtually any information
source on the Internet and you will find the assertion
that it opened on September 15, 1997. This is carefully
crafted misinformation, though. The actual date on
which it opened, its dedication date, is September 11,
1997: Archives of Rudolph W. Giuliani.
You and I both remember the dedication of the Houston
Holocaust Museum on March 3, 1996. I wrote an NBC
editorial about it: Holocaust Museum — NBC Editorial.
In those days I didn’t question the memory or motives
of the Jews, whom I had learned to pity from reading
Holocaust novels like Elie Wiesel’s Night. It never would
have occurred to me that the museum dedication date
code 3/3 was a code signal for a terror attempt against
Texas City, Texas on 3/30 in 2004, in which you and I
both played prominent roles. I never would have
imagined that 3/3 and 3/30 both decoded to the
“supreme” occult number of 33. In those days I was
equally ignorant both of the Illuminati and the
Kabbalists.
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W. Leon Smith, the courageous publisher of The Lone
Star Iconoclast, understood what was up. He demanded
a congressional investigation of Ghost Troop’s uncanny
ability to predict petrochemical explosions in the
Houston area. The editorial ran on 3/3, 2008. The date
code was intentional, a gotcha message to the
Houston-area holocausters: Time To Investigate
Houston Is Now.
I couldn’t have imagined people so nefariously evil that
they would establish — through the dedication of a
death shrine — a coded signal for a premeditated mass
murder of Americans citizens, or that they would be so
brazen as to carry out a parallel pattern in their
attacks:
 Oklahoma City, Oklahoma — 4/19
 New York City, New York — 9/11
 Texas City, Texas — 3/30
The attack codes for New York City (9/11) and Texas
City (3/3) have become transparent, but in an
incredible display of chutzpah, they recently used the
Oklahoma City 4/19 attack code as the dedication date
of Chicago’s Holocaust Museum. According to the
Jewish community, they chose the date because it is
the 66th anniversary of the 1943 Warsaw Ghetto
Uprising. Their numerology, combined with fresh
developments, is alarming:
 The “66″ year anniversary resonates with the
60606 (666) zip code of Sears Tower.
 Yesterday, the government reported a total of
666 U.S. deaths in the Afghan War.
 Yesterday Sears Tower was renamed Willis
Tower.
 Today there was a building conflagration and
collapse in Chicago.
 Today there was an “Al Qaeda” attack abroad.
Rarely have we seen a more conspicuous cascade of
false flag indicators. For two years, Ghost Troop has
warned that the Sears Tower is the top 9/11-2B target:
Chicago’s Nuclear Obama– False Flag Unfurled.
Prayerful Patriotism
Briefly stated, Chaplain Chase, I think that a false flag
attack — like those carried out by the Israelis against
the King David Hotel and the USS Liberty — is soon to
be carried out against one of the three coded cities of
Chicago, New York and Houston. As usual, it will be

blamed on the Jews’ perennial enemy, the Arabs. The
real terrorists, though, will be the Jews, aided and
abetted by Gentile traitors. Several months ago Ghost
Troop published a false flag time frame of 3/11/09 to
9/9/09. It seems as valid now as when we issued it.
The failure of the FBI to investigate our professional
and proven analysis indicates that the pending 9/11-2B
attack is an official conspiracy. The propagandizing by
CNN and other Jewish-controlled media against U.S.
militias like Ghost Troop indicates that they are a part
of that conspiracy.
It is my earnest prayer, as a loyal Christian officer on a
mission of conscience, that the American People soon
discover the conspiracy and its participants. It is my
earnest exhortation that those tried and convicted for
treason, under Article 3, Section 3 of the U.S.
Constitution, be hanged as traitors without exception.
Bad apples in the Jewish community — commonly
referred to as Zionists — have utterly betrayed
“America-first” citizens, like you and me and the vast
majority of our compatriots. I know that for pointing
out the facts that Ghost Troop has discovered I will be
assailed as anti-Semitic. I’m fortunate that you, with
your Jewish roots, have upheld our unique friendship.
Most of what I know about your people comes from
knowing you.
Gratefully, Eric
References
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Holocaust Museum:
NBC Editorial
By Eric H. May
March 6, 1996
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More than 2000 people attended the opening of Houston's Holocaust Museum last weekend,
which commemorates the Nazi atrocities committed against Jews and others during the
infamous Third Reich.
The museum has a special meaning for the hundreds of Holocaust survivors living in the
Houston area. And it has special meaning for Houston's Jewish community, many members
of whom know that home branches of their family trees were reduced to ashes in the death
camps.
But the Holocaust Museum has meaning for all people of all creeds, a meaning cried out by
six million Holocaust victims: We must never forget the extent of man's inhumanity to man.
Channel 2 encourages all Houstonians to visit the Holocaust Museum. While remembering
the Holocaust is disturbing -- as well it should be -- the remembrance will help ensure that
we will never be indifferent toward hate again. And as death camp survivor and Nobel
laureate Elie Wiesel once said: Indifference is the most dangerous thing in the world.
*********

Research References

In the aftermath of the 9-11 "inside job," Capt. May's additional research into Zionist propaganda warfare caused
him to change his views on the Holocaust considerably. The following articles are two examples:
1. 2009-02-09 Double Trouble for Holocaust Heretics by Capt Eric May
http://www.amfirstbooks.com/IntroPages/ToolBarTopics/Articles/Featured_Authors/may,_captain_
eric/May_works/May_2009/Capt._Eric_H._May_20090209_Double_Trouble_for_Holocaust_Heretics.h
tml
2. 2009-02-03 The Panzer Pope and Holocaust Heresy by Capt Eric May
http://www.amfirstbooks.com/IntroPages/ToolBarTopics/Articles/Featured_Authors/may,_captain_
eric/May_works/May_2009/Capt._Eric_H._May_20090203_The_Panzer_Pope_and_Holocaust_Heresy
.html
Captain Eric H. May, a former Army intelligence officer and NBC editorial writer, has written for the Lone Star
Iconoclast since June 2006 . Short URL for this article: http://tinyurl.com/nmjpcc

Double Trouble for
Holocaust Heretics!
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—

An article review with links —
Captain Eric H. May
Political-Military Editor
The Lone Star Iconoclast
February 9, 2009

M

any of my readers may be as ignorant as I was about the extent of man's

inhumanity to man. I recently learned that the World War II Holocaust (of 6 million
Jews) was equaled by the World War I Holocaust — of 6 million Jews! It was all
documented in the New York media of the time, which then as now enjoyed the
benefits of Jewish information and management.
An article sent me this weekend gave a fine account of the World War I
Holocaust, along with excellent references. It wasn't too wordy or too lengthy; it was
well illustrated and well written; and its title was memorable. I believe it will become
a classic source for entry-level World War I Holocaust students like me:
Burn in Hell you deniers of the Holocausts 1
Capt. Eric H.

If only Hollywood would produce as many Holocaust movies set in World War I
May
as in World War II. Surely that would make the American people twice as
sympathetic to Jews as they already are. This is the objective of Holocaust movies,
after all. But for some reason the World War I Holocaust is kept as hushed up as the Gaza Genocide. This is
indeed shocking when you consider what Jewish columnist Joel Stein recently affirmed in his Dec. 19 LA
Times essay, "How Jewish is Hollywood?" 2
"I don't care if Americans think we're running the news media, Hollywood, Wall Street or the government. I
just care that we get to keep running them."
Recently there has been an unpleasant controversy in the Catholic Church over the Holocaust
revisionism of Bishop Richard Williamson. He not only rejects the official story of the Holocaust(s), but also
rejects the official 9/11 story, making him a double denier.
"Know the truth," Jesus said, "and it shall set you free." I think it incumbent on those of us who love the
truth to learn more about Bishop Williamson and his opinions, the better to clarify things. Those interested in
learning more about him should read the two articles I wrote last week:
The Panzer Pope and Holocaust Heresy 3
Questioning "The Protocols of Zion" 4
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Captain Eric H. May is a former Army military intelligence and public affairs officer, as well as a former NBC
editorial writer. His essays have appeared in The Wall Street Journal, The Houston Chronicle and Military
Intelligence Magazine. For the past five years, he has been commander of Ghost Troop, a patriotic cyberintelligence unit. For his most recent articles and upcoming interviews, refer to his America First Books author
archive site at this web site and his Ghost Troop author archive site4 managed by Patti Woodard,

and also: http://www.spiritone.com/~ghosttroop/Captain_Eric_H_May.html
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Footnote URLs
1

http://www.latimes.com/news/opinion/sunday
/la-oe-stein19-2008dec19,1,7113597.column
2

http://churchofnobody.blogspot.com/2009/02/
burn-in-hell-you-deniers-of-holocausts.html
3

http://tinyurl.com/d7otp2

4

http://tinyurl.com/cv4je4

References
1. "The Crucifixion of Jews Must Stop!" by Martin H.
Glenn, American Hebrew, October 31, 1919: page 582.
"From across the sea six million men and women call to
us for help, and eight hundred thousand little children
cry for bread. These children, these men and women
are our fellow-members of the human family, with the
same claim on life as we, the same susceptibility to the
winter's cold, the same propensity to death before the
fangs of hunger. Within them reside the illimitable
possibilities for the advancement of the human race as
naturally would reside in six million human beings. We
may not be their keepers but we ought to be their
helpers. In the face of death, in the throes of starvation
there is no place for mental distinctions of creed, no
place for physical differentiations of race. In this
catastrophe, when six million human beings are being
whirled toward the grave by a cruel and relentless fate,
only the most idealistic promptings of human nature
should sway the heart and move the hand. Six million
men and women are dying from lack of the necessaries
of life; eight hundred thousand children cry for bread.
And this fate is upon them through no fault of their
own, through no transgression of the laws of God or
man; but through the awful tyranny of war and a
bigoted lust for Jewish blood..."
2. The Holocaust before It Happened by Bill Wright.
Don Heddesheimer, The First Holocaust: Jewish
Fundraising Campaigns with Holocaust Claims during
and after World War One, Theses & Dissertations
Press, Chicago 2003, pb., 140 pp., $9.95. "George
Santayana was famous for his aphorism `Those who
cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat it.'
Perhaps those who believe in the myth of the ‘six
million’ have forgotten that Jews were making
substantially similar claims regarding ‘six million’ Jews
about to perish in the aftermath of World War
One...Don Heddesheimer has written a fascinating
account of these claims in The First Holocaust: Jewish
Fundraising Campaigns with Holocaust Claims during
and after World War One. Again and again the pages of
the New York Times and other journals were filled with
allegations that Jews in Poland and other war-torn
countries, all ‘six million’ of them, were threatened with
imminent extinction through starvation and disease
unless large sums of money were raised and sent
overseas. As a matter of fact there was much
starvation and disease in Germany and other warravaged lands but it did not primarily affect the Jews.
Rather, as numerous American military and diplomatic
personnel observed, the common people suffered while
wealthy Jews lived high on the hog. Then as now, Jews
sought to elevate their suffering above that of all

others. Heddesheimer establishes that despite much
hand wringing over real and alleged suffering the bulk
of the money for Jewish relief actually went to
"constructive undertakings" – meaning such things as
establishing cooperative banks in Poland, financing
tradesmen and artisans, and, in particular, promoting
Jewish
agricultural
settlements.
It
should
be
emphasized that this Jewish fundraising was conducted
within the context of three key concurrent historical
events: 1) the communist revolution in Russia; 2) the
rise of Zionism in Palestine together with the incipient
Palestine Mandate; and 3) the effort to secure ‘minority
rights’ (better, Jewish rights to a state within a state) in
anti-Semitic Eastern Europe. Thus, Jewish relief served
as camouflage for much broader political objectives."
3. The Truth About the Talmud by Michael Hoffman.
The Jews have been pumping up victimization tales
about themselves ever since ancient times, and dwell
on vengeance for alleged wrongs with an eternal "never
forgive, never forget" code of immorality. One reason is
because the Talmud teaches that non-Jews are not
human, and that genocide against them is OK. So is
exploiting their credulity in every shameless way
possible. Hoffman describes examples of ancient Jewish
holocaust fantasy whoppers:. "Tall Tales of a Roman
Holocaust: Here are two early "Holocaust" tales from
the Talmud: Gittin 57b. Claims that four billion Jews
were killed by the Romans in the city of Bethar. Gittin
58a claims that 16 million Jewish children were
wrapped in scrolls and burned alive by the Romans.
(Ancient demography indicates that there were not 16
million Jews in the entire world at that time, much less
16 million Jewish children or four billion Jews)."
4. Best Witness by Michael Collins Piper. Describes
cynical manipulation of the legal system in America by
Jews to suppress honest historical investigation of
Jewish internment experiences. In particular, see the
Afterword by Willis Carto "Why is the Holocaust
Important?"
5. VHO.org An outstanding web site dedicated towards
greater historical accuracy regarding issues related to
WWII Jewish internment and the utterly shameless
Jewish exploitation of the "victimization" role. The
Holocaust Industry: Reflections on the Exploitation of
Jewish Suffering, New Edition 2nd Edition by Norman G.
Finkelstein. See also zundelsite.org maintained by the
wife of political prisoner Ernst Zündel, jailed in German
for daring to question tenets of the religion of
Holocaustianity.
"Jewish Bolsheviks Murdered 66 Million In Russia" by
Dick Fojut, July 21, 2007."If not exaggerated,
Solzhenitsyn asserts that since 1917, the Bolsheviks,
continuing under assassin Stalin, through and even
after WW2, systematically executed, and inside (and
outside) their thousands of Gulags, worked, starved
and froze to death, SIXTY-SIX million people, not all,
but most of them CHRISTIANS (whom the Bolsheviks
hated). This mass death was THE LARGEST REAL
"HOLOCAUST" in modern history - but totally unknown
today by most Americans, British and western
Europeans and absent from our school books. Of course
no publisher in the Western world dares reprint
Solzhenitsyn's book [Two Hundred Years Together] in
English." There is a reason why German National
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Socialists wanted to protect the public from Jewish
subversives, you know.
6. Behind Communism by Frank L. Britton. A classic
work written in the early 1950's explaining the
premiere Jewish role behind international communist
subversion and mass murder. .
The Morgenthau Plan: David Irving's Introduction to
the Morgenthau Plan. Developed by Jewish Secretary
Henry R. Morgenthau Jr. in the FDR administration in
1944, "The Morgenthau Plan would have led to the
death by starvation and pestilence of ten million
Germans in the first two years after the war, in addition
to the one million who had been killed in the saturation
bombing and the three million killed in the enforced
expulsion from Germany's eastern territories."
7. Other Losses by James Bacque. According to one
reviewer of this book, "James Bacque deals with a topic
most historians (especially Eisenhower apologists like
Stephen Ambrose) want to avoid. It is the frightening
account of how Allied forces, at the end of World War
II, systematically used, abused and starved millions of
German POWs in what Gen. George Patton described as

`Gestapo tactics.' As an historian, Army veteran, and
grandson of a German army officer during that war, it's
high time this story was told. So much is written about
German atrocities during the war (Malmedy, Trois
Ponts, etc). But little is discussed about such issues as
this (another being `Operation Keelhaul'... forced
'repatriation' of Russians who served in the German
Army). Bacque's evidence is convincing, thorough, and
hard to avoid. Too bad so-called `historians' like
Ambrose can't see this for himself. Must reading for any
serious student of World War II history."
"Jewish Criminal Totalitarian Psychopathology" by
William B. Fox. This is a section of his Mutualism vs.
Parasitism article in his Resolving Opposing Political and
Economic Ideologies series that provides a functional
analysis of Jewish pathological factors that motivate
criminal exploitation of victim roles.
The short URL for this article:
http://tinyurl.com/d6lgn5
8. Support the America First Institute — Here
Smith Media, Inc. http://www.lonestaricon.com/
Support The Iconoclast — Subscription Link
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Holy Ghost Troop vs. the Synagogue of Satan
"I know the blasphemy of them which say they are Jews, and are not, but are the
Synagogue of Satan." (Revelation 2:9)
I dedicate this analysis to Christina Green, who was born on 9/11/01 and killed at the
age of 9 years, 119 days. Requiescas in pace Domini, puella casta caaraque.
By Captain Eric H. May, Ghost Troop CO captainmay@prodigy.net
EASTER, 4/24/11 – This article is an answer to a
compelling comment on my Veterans Today article,
posted on 4/21/11, BP Horizon, Sieg Heil!. The analysis
and allegations are founded in facts, and detailed by
documents. I am a Christian officer on a mission of
conscience, who was struck by Lou Gehrig's Disease
(ALS), a terminal neutral atrophy.. A man in my
condition does not lie on Easter Sunday, nor does he
hide from the terrible truth he is duty-bound to report
to me American people.
+ + + An Email from Code-Name Bach + + +
Captain May, an excellent article! The only thing that
you left out was that the 9/11/2001 attacks were 11
years after Pres. GHW Bush’s New World Order speech
of 9/11/1990. The first paragraph of your Occult IKE
article of Sept. 2008 mentions that speech:
“There has always been a bizarre synchronicity in the
9/11 affair. You may think that I mean to comment on
the coincidence that our national emergency condition
was begun with an attack some seven years ago on
9/11 — the very national date code that already said
“Emergency!” to the American people. But I was
thinking more about the coincidence that 9/11/01
followed the strange announcement of 9/11/90 by the
first President Bush that the first Middle Eastern War

would create a ‘New World Order.’ The attack of
9/11/01 came 11 years later to the day.”
+ A Cryptanalysis of 9/11 and Various Variants +
You are right, JS. The occult numerology surrounding
9/11 is unmistakable and mind-bending; and warrants
an article.
Holocaust Chutzpah
The date code of the NWO speech on 9/11/1990 is
911199, and it was delivered at 9:09 PM (99 = 9 x 11).
The same numerology was used in the dedication of the
New York holocaust museum seven years later, on
9/11/97. It was also used in the 9/9/01 opening of me
Berlin holocaust museum.
Holocaust Museums, though built to elicit sympathy,
are really Satanic altars in the genocidal NWO plan
against humanity. Holocaust chutzpah is infinite, as is
shown by the Synagogue of Satan (SS) opening the
Transylvania holocaust museum on 9/11/05, the 13th
day after the geo-weapon Katrina mass-murdered New
Orleans, a vampiric signal to be sure. It was also
supposed to be a celebration of the July 28, 2005
nuking of the BP refinery in Texas City, but Ghost Troop
broke it up by ordering a coup d’etat. Between 7/28
and 9/11 there was a span of 44 days.
Old Nick’s Nikki
A similarly sinister numbers game occurred last year on
6/22, the day of the South Carolina primary runoff
elections. 6/22 is a variant of 9/11. Rotate the 6 get 9,
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and divide the 22 to get 11. 6/22 is also a variant of
322, the Skull and Bones number. Take half of the 6 to
get the 3.2
In what national commentators called the most
important race in the country, Nikki Haley won the
Republican gubernatorial runoff. With 99% of votes
counted, her vote count was 233,230. Her final vote
count was 233,332. These code-numbers were strong
signals that the SS was in control.
I’m Included
I first became aware of the sinister number 322 after
the Houston Chronicle asked me to write a terror target
analysis of the city. The result was Don’t laugh at duct
tape; it saves lives, and the Chronicle published it on
2/23/2003 (22323). My analysis was a good reading of
what the Bush administration had planned for my
hometown, and in typical SS mockery they telegraphed
their insidious intention to the intended victims. The
invasion of Iraq would begin less than a month later on
another 322 variant, 3/20/2003 (3223).
Christina Killers
"And whosoever shall offend one of these little ones
that believe in me, it is better for him that a millstone
were hanged about his neck, and he were cast into the
sea." (Mark 9:42)
Nikki was a carefully chosen Satanist starlet, and went
on to become the 116th governor of South Carolina.
Reverse the 116 to get 611, then rotate the 6 to get
911. She assumed office on 1/12/2011 (11/22/11), the
same day Barack Obama boosted his approval ratings
by his diabolical eulogy over Christina Green.
Killing Christina was Christ killing, just as installing
Nikki was installing Old Nick. Take the N away from
Nikki to get IKKI, letters that decode to 911119.
Christina, born 9/11/01, was sacrificed at the age of 9
years, 119 days (9119).
Alarming is a Passover story (more mocking of Christ)
marking Nikki’s 100th day in office, an occult allusion to
the 99-day span between 1/12/2011 (112211) and
4/22/2011 (422211). Alarming as well is an SS geowar attack on a Missouri church on Holy Saturday, as
the concentration watched The Passion of the Christ.
Various Variants
On 2/22/2011 (222211), Chicago elected a Mossad
mayor, Rahm Emanuel. On the same day the SS
launched a geo-war attack against Christchurch, New
Zealand.
On 3/22/2009 (32229) the SS sacrificed 7 children and
7 adults (77) by plunging their airplane into the Holy
Cross Cemetery. On 9/22/2003 (92223) Margie
Schoedinger, who was suing Bush for rape, was
suicided in Houston.
On 6/22/2009 (62229) Retired Maj. Gen. David F.
Wherley Jr., who was commanding general of the
District of Columbia National Guard on 9/11, suffered a
bizarre death in a DC Metro crash.

had been coached to be patsies in an attempted May 3
dirty bomb attack on Sears Tower, another case in
which Ghost Troop led a revolt by police and military
officers to pre-empt a false flag.
Capital Conclusion
I could go on with SS code-busting, JS, but this brief
expression of 9/11 and its variants is plenty for one
article. Since you have clearly done your homework on
the Holy Horde, I’m confident that you’ll follow up on
our references in this article. If there is to be a military
or civilian overthrow of the New World Order, in which
the Synagogue of Satan has enshrined itself, the Ghost
Troop record will be all-important. It has more than
enough evidence to warrant the arrest of thousands for
the capital crime of treason under Article 3, Section 3 of
the United States Constitution. At this point, nothing
less will begin the hard work that must be done.
For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against
principalities, against powers, against the rulers of the
darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in
high places." (Ephesians 6:12)
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Gloria Patri, et Filio, et Spiritui Sancto. Sicut erat
in principio, et nunc, et semper, et in sæcula
sæculorum. Amen
Please submit comments or corrections under the
article in Veterans Today, which first published it.

On 6/22/2006 (62226) the FBI arrested a handful of
young black men, the so-called Liberty City Seven, who
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